Abstract—In the most challenging era in human history, the scientific community recognizes spirituality as a fundamental factor of human intelligence. Researchers from different fields such as Psychology, Medicine, Educational sciences, Economy and Business embrace the notion of Spiritual Intelligence. Nevertheless, it is considered as one of the most controversial and highly debated notions. The first section of this study gives a brief overview of the essential theoretical framework including definitions and theories related to Spiritual Intelligence. In the second section, we present a layered approach of Spiritual Intelligence based on the corresponding layered models of Knowledge-Intelligence-Consciousness. The results of this study showed that Spiritual Intelligence constitutes the backbone of every subsystem of human intelligence as it integrates, matures and transforms every physical, intellectual, and emotional ability and leads to the highest forms of self-awareness, self-knowledge and consciousness. The realization of our true Self, of our hidden and highest potentialities is tied inseparably with the hierarchical organization of knowledge through metacognition and executive functions. Specifically, higher order forms of self-observation, self-regulation through attentional, emotional and impulse control, problem solving, mental flexibility and adaptation could reveal our true and eternal identity. Spiritual intelligence is essential to be incorporated mainly into the dialogue of business ethics, leadership, mental health and psychotherapy, education especially in the case of learning disabilities and gifted education.
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1 Introduction

The ordinary people employ 5-10 percent of their hidden potential. In recent years the scientific and technological breakthroughs, the life complexity and uncertainty urged scientific research towards the inexhaustible and scientifically unexplored spiritual tank that is common for every human being. For years spirituality as well as consciousness were unacceptable notions in most theories of intelligence. However new studies recognize the fundamental role of spirituality in the development of human intelligence. Multiple studies have shown that intelligence is not a static notion.
but a dynamic process supported by neuroplasticity [1]. According to Piaget’s theory, the mind makes up a meaning-making system that employs structured mental operations to access increasingly complex and abstract aspects and relations in the world [2]. Drigas et al. [3] claim that the functioning of the whole cognitive mechanism depends on the development of the corresponding metacognitive mechanism that is hierarchically structured through self-organization and knowledge acquisition processes. According to Demetriou’s cognitive development model (Demetriou, 2000; Demetriou & Kazi, 2006 as cited in Adey et al., 2007), metacognitive abilities as well as executive control processes constitute the “hypercognitive system” that is essential to understand the special features of intelligence but also constitutes the building block of intelligence. [2]. In many eastern and western traditions it was assumed that the answers about knowledge and intelligence were hidden in spiritual “mysteries”. Forerunners such as Maslow, Jung, Fowler, Rogers, Erickson mentioned in their psychological theories the role of spirituality in the development of human personality traits and motives. Subsequent studies represent spiritual intelligence as a superior and integrative form of intelligence, a blend of higher order personality characteristics, neurological processes, specialized cognitive abilities and spiritual qualities [4]. Wilber [5] advocates that spirituality involves stages of the highest developmental lines as well as spiritual experiences.

It is obvious that the concept of spiritual intelligence constitutes a challenging idea in the field of human intelligence but at the same time it raises fundamental and yet unanswered existential questions. In this study, we take into account the aforementioned theories and we try to adopt an as far as possible unifying approach. The central thesis of this article could be reduced as a paraphrase of Einstein’s statement: In the middle of every multiplicity lies unity. In the middle of every intelligence lies consciousness. In other words, consciousness encompasses every aspect of intelligence. Consciousness is the cause of existence of intelligence. Every aspect of intelligence constitutes a reflection of consciousness. Spiritual intelligence integrates and transforms all the others and leads to the Upper-Level of Consciousness state [6]. The final objective of this study is to shed new light on intelligence through consciousness and spiritual intelligence as the missing link.

2 Theory of Intelligence

Undoubtedly intelligence is a multi-facet notion. It has been defined in many ways: as the capacity to think, to solve novel problems, to reason and to have knowledge of the world, the ability to structure our behavior [7], a cluster of cognitive abilities that leads to successful adaptation to a wide range of environments [8], the capacity to acquire skills [9]. Freeman (as cited in Sternberg) [9] defines it as sensory capacity, capacity for perceptual recognition, flexibility or association, imagination, span of attention, quickness or alertness in response. He adds the adjustment or adaptation of the individual to his total environment, the capacity to reorganize behavior patterns so as to act more effectively and more appropriately in novel situations, the ability to learn, to carry on abstract thinking, the effective use of concepts and symbols in deal-
Thurnstone holds the view that intelligence is the capacity to inhibit an instinctive adjustment [10]. Gardner defines it as a “biopsychological potential” affected by cultural and motivational factors [11].

Gardner in his Multiple Intelligences Theory proposed a new view of human intelligence. He states that individuals own at least eight intelligences, which are independent and can be genetically inherited, developed or improved through education and social environment. In his recently updated book [12] he defines intelligence as “a computational capacity to process a certain kind of information that originates from the human biology and human psychology. An intelligence entails the ability to solve problems or fashion products that are of consequence in a particular cultural setting or community”. He introduces 8 ½ independent intelligences: musical, bodykinesthetic, logical-mathematical, linguistic, spatial, interpersonal, intrapersonal, naturalist, and existential as the half intelligence. Gardner chose not to include spiritual intelligence in his “intelligences” due to lack of scientific criteria. However, the discussion about spiritual intelligence has begun.

2.1 Definitions of spiritual intelligence

Emmons regards Spiritual Intelligence as a set of skills and abilities which are relevant to spirituality and they are used in an adaptive manner to solve problems related to meaning, higher-consciousness and transcendence [13-14]. According to Wolman [15], it involves higher-order abilities that lead to experiencing the seamless connection of everything and making conscious choices of personal spiritual strengths and limitations. Noble [16] describes SQ as a dynamic process, a continuous attempt to expand the borders, to be aware of the continuity when seeking the meaning in the wholeness rather than in its parts. Vaughan [17] suggests that SQ implies a capacity to see things from more than one perspective, to recognize the profound relationships between perception, belief, and behavior, to connect the personal to the transpersonal, to deepen awareness of our relationship to the transcendent. She states that SQ includes awareness of the body, mind, soul, and spirit that increases as consciousness evolves. Sisk [18] describes spiritual intelligence as a deep awareness of self in a mind-body-spirit Unity that connects us with the Universal Mind.

Zohar et al. [19] suggest that spiritual intelligence constitutes the ultimate intelligence which combines lower processes of rational and emotional intelligence in order to reframe, re-conceptualize and transform our experiences resulting in both higher-order cognitive processes arousal and consciousness revelation. Zohar supports that SQ gives us the ability to discriminate, to temper rigid rules with compassion, to deal with the existing limitations. Wigglesworth [20] emphasizes the ability to behave with compassion, equanimity and wisdom regardless of the circumstances. Amram and Dryer [21] emphasize on the human capability in controlling mind and action remaining pure in heart. King [22] defines SQ as a set of mental abilities, which contribute to the awareness, integration and adaptive application of the transcendent aspects of one’s existence leading to a deep existential reflection, enhancement of meaning, recognition of a transcendent self, and mastery of spiritual states. Sinetar [23] defines
it as inspired thinking, a creative talent that leads to an “early awakening”, an early understanding of self.

2.2 Theories building the foundation of spiritual intelligence

Jung incorporated roots of spirituality into his theories. He was convinced that the spiritual life constituted the very root of psychic life. “The main task is to discover and fulfill our deep-innate potential, much as the caterpillar contains the potential to become butterfly”. Self means becoming an homogeneous being, a totality of balanced spiritual and psychological forces, or in other word an “individuality” (Jung, 1959 as cited in Haynes, 2016) [57]. He thought that the journey of transformation coincide with the journey to meet the Self through spiritual experiences. Comparing the emergence of the ego from the unconscious with the emergence of the Demiurge, he develops his theory about the archetype of the Self. Jung approaches the term self in different senses; the third and most important reference presents Self as an integrating or transforming aspect of personality. Self-transformation occurs when the Self archetype through its transcendental functions synthesizes the opposites in the personality. Furthermore, Jung uses ‘mandala’ as a sacred geometrical representation of the central Self. He used ‘mandalas’ with his patients to help them listen to their inner voice, to decentralize ego, to break the murmuring of obsessive thoughts, so that they could discover new routes of liberation and to come to new states of consciousness. Among Jung’s four functions of consciousness, feeling and intuition are mostly related with SQ. Another Jung’s theory, the theory of synchronicity supports the idea that there is always a meaningful connection between the ‘subjective’ inner psychic condition and the ‘objective’ external events [24-25].

Dabrovski’s theory of positive disintegration [26] contributed to the concept of spiritual intelligence. In one part of the theory, over excitabilities comprise a heightened physiological experience of stimuli resulting from increased neuronal sensitivities. He identified five forms (psychomotor, sensual, emotional, imaginational and intellectual) that enable one to manifest an unusual capacity to care, an insatiable love of learning, a vivid imagination and endless energy [27]. In the other part, individual development is a process of lower cognitive and emotional structures being disintegrated and replaced by higher. Particularly in the last two levels of development, individuals are able to compassionate, to live in service of humanity, to operate with spiritual concerns, to resolve inner conflicts, to seek harmony. Obviously, Dabrovski’s model represents the core behaviors of spiritual intelligence [18].

Rogers [28] person-centered theory gives prominence to the fundamental element of ‘actualizing tendency’, a term describing an inherent tendency within ourselves to grow and reach our full potential. Self-actualization is the ongoing process of maintaining and enhancing the individual's self-concept through reflection, reinterpretation of experience. Individuals aim to incorporate in the same way the “real self” and the “ideal self”, thereby cultivating the appearance of the fully functioning person” [29]. Self-actualization, according to Maslow’s theory is the coincidence of the positive qualities of self-awareness, the realization of personal potential, self-fulfillment, pursuing personal development and peak experiences [30]. Maslow described human
development through a hierarchy of basic needs all leading towards Self – actualization and “Transcendence”. In the level of Transcendence, one helps others to self-actualize, to find self-fulfillment and realize their potential. Transcendence involves intuition, an increased sense of meaning, relevance to others and to the world, exchange of wisdom, finding spiritual significance in life.

According to Vaughan [17] spiritual intelligence depends on familiarity with at least three modes of knowing (sensory, rational, and contemplative) as well as of multiple levels of consciousness. Influenced by Wilbers’s ideas [31], she adds that the capacity of distinguishing truth from illusions relies on the constant access to pure awareness that we are conscious of all levels of consciousness that spirit pervades and unifies every state of consciousness. Consciousness expansion is associated with practices that quiet the mind and refine perpetual sensitivity to energy, beauty, sound, light. She is convinced that everyone has the potential of developing spiritual intelligence, just as everyone has a capacity for intuition, thinking, sensing, and feeling [32]. The emergence of the growth potential occurs through spiritual maturity that implies a depth and breadth of vision. Vaughan underlines the role of attention in raising self-awareness and becoming spiritual mature. Attention can be voluntarily directed inwards and quiet the mind even for a minute from inner distractions such as past thoughts, future plans, personal stories. Attention could cultivate awareness, emerge the process of undoing old habits smoothing the way for spiritual paths leading gradually to spiritual maturity and higher states of consciousness. Wishing to depict stages on the spiritual path, she invokes Christianity, Sufism and Zen Buddhism, Taoism. The concern is expanded from the Self to the well-being of the group, from the self-awareness to extend compassionate concern to all beings. Vaughan draws a parallel between the spiritual maturity progress and Fowler’s [33] six stages of faith. The spiritual quest of meaning lies in silence in which boundless compassion arises and learning with wisdom fit together hand-in-glove.

King and DeCicco [34] proposed four core components:

1. **Critical Existential Thinking**: This principle involves the cognitive ability to think critically and to integrate scientific knowledge to personal experiences in order to come to original conclusions or personal philosophies about existential issues.

2. **Personal Meaning Production**: The ability to transform physical and mental experiences in a meaningful life purpose through cognitive and emotional processes such as symbolization and integrative organization [35].

3. **Transcendental Awareness**: The ongoing awareness of an transcendent Self, an inner knowing, a waking state of consciousness. Self-realization as cognitive and metacognitive processes outcome could be achieved through depth and holistic perception as well as self-awareness and reflection [36].

4. **Conscious State Expansion**: The ability to enter and exit higher states of consciousness (pure, cosmic, unitive consciousness). According to Maslow [37] expanded or altered states of consciousness are deeply rooted aspects of spirituality and the most important, they are to some extent under our control. Equally im-
important, research has demonstrated differences in brain functions between all states of consciousness, including those with spiritual character [38].

Amram [39] was the first author in developing the ecumenical grounded SI theory based on interviews among people regarded as spiritual intelligent. Initially, he identified seven major themes and subthemes of SQ, which were almost universal across participants. In a subsequent collaborative research [40] the model was re-classified into the following five inter-related domains:

1. Consciousness
2. Grace
3. Meaning
4. Transcendence
5. Truth

Specifically, Intuition, Mindfulness and Synthesis consist the capabilities with which we are able to raise awareness and self-knowledge so as to experience higher levels of consciousness. Grace reflects Inner-Directedness ingrained in Discernment and Freedom, Inspiration, Gratitude, Joy inherent in each present moment. Meaning is a trait of the ability to “experiencing significance in daily activities through a sense of Purpose and a call for Service, including in the face of pain and suffering”. Transcendence represents the transition from the separate egoic self into an interrelated wholeness. Truth presupposes to live in open acceptance, forgiveness, love for the creation, self-denial.

Wigglesworth [20] determined 21 skills in four categories, which reflect the move towards less ego and greater expansion of awareness. These include:

1. Higher self/ego self-awareness
2. Universal awareness
3. Higher self/ego mastery
4. Social mastery/spiritual presence.

Higher self-awareness springs from the awareness of our worldview, life purpose, hierarchy of values, complexity of inner thoughts. Universal awareness indicates the absolute consciousness, the experience of transcendent oneness, the awareness of interconnectedness of all life, breadth of time/space perception. Higher self mastery keeps us in an on ongoing spiritual growth through faith and guidance from spirit. Spiritual presence indicates a spiritual teacher/mentor, a gentle energy who makes compassionate and wise decisions.

3 A Layered Approach of Spiritual Intelligence

In this study, we present a layered approach of spiritual intelligence integrating the most fundamental elements of the aforementioned theories in the models of Knowledge-Intelligence-Consciousness and in the layered model of human consciousness [3,6]. We opted to utilize a telecommunication and computer networks
model because it comprises a multi-layered structure that takes into account theories of cognitive science, psychology, philosophy and Information Technologies. According to the model, every aspect of intelligence unfolds as knowledge being organized and transformed through metacognition in hierarchically superior levels of consciousness. Consequently, intelligence coincides with the levels of self-organization or in other words with the levels of metacognitive development we have achieved. In our presentation, we reduced our analysis in two sections: the primary and the higher order consciousness level.

3.1 The primary consciousness levels of spiritual intelligence: Physical, Intellectual, Emotional

The physical level refers to our ability to “see a world in a grain of sand” (William Blake, Auguries of Innocence), to recognize the underlying structures of our sensations. It is our faculty of perception, the awareness of the external and internal phenomena, our higher ability to filter unwanted stimuli, to direct attention in order to collect facts and synthesize data [3]. Moreover, the organization of external world raises questions about the meaning of life, death, suffering [41]. It correlates with our body awareness and skillful use [42], the ability to listen to our body’s voice, to translate our emotions into simple movements [43], the body-mind connection and integration, the wisdom that comes from within. Isaacs describes it as the poetry in motion and associates it with the ability to engage the will and develop emotional fluency, control, centering and patience. By training the body and adopting healthy lifestyles, we strengthen new neuron pathways that can help us break out of our box, to be connected with our spirit, to experience the wholeness. Mindfulness meditation training techniques have been proven that foster resilience, cognitive and emotional regulation as well as self-consciousness [44]. Saotome [45] underlines that the mind exists in every cell of our bodies as well as every thought, every emotion. According to Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs, if physical abilities are not in place, attempts to develop all the other abilities will be stunned [42].

The intellectual level is more relevant with the transformation of information to Knowledge. It is associated with the left hemisphere, the hemisphere of separateness that makes us single solid individuals and connects us with the external world [46]. It allows us to analyze, categorize, organize and associate information, to uncover relations between concepts, draw connections between objects and events, to extrapolate beyond the information given. It is a pool of mental energy [47], a set of cognitive abilities, such as reasoning, abstract thinking, problem solving, planning governed by learning “algorithms”, emotions and cognitive functions like attention and memory. Drigas et al. approach intelligence as the outcome of knowledge acquisition improvement through mental self-observation and control [3]. He also highlights that the aforementioned process could lead us to a higher state of self-organization, awareness and consciousness.

The emotional level corresponds to our ability to discriminate and be creative, to perceive access and generate emotions, to assist thought, to understand emotions and emotional knowledge, to reflectively regulate emotions promoting emotional and
intellectual health [48]. Goleman et al. [49] highlighted five emotional clusters: Self-awareness, Self-regulation, Motivation, Empathy and Social Skills. Drigas et al. [50] recognized into the aforementioned components, the role of cognitive and metacognitive processes in emotional intelligence’s development. Thus, a new-layered model of EI was developed which is in tune with the pyramid of functions of general intelligence [3] and supports the idea that emotions are reflections of our consciousness states. According to Amram and Dryer [21] EI involves a set of abilities that draws on spiritual resources. According to Fuller [51] the emotion of wonder responds to unexpected features of the environment and fosters receptivity, openness, metaphysical thinking and moral sensitivity.

3.2 Higher order consciousness levels: Self-actualization, transcendence and unity

Spiritual intelligence aspires to fulfill the innate and ultimate potentialities that all human beings have the tendency to develop. In Maslow’s theory [30], self-actualization constitutes an ongoing process of becoming fully functioning people, a motivation for growth of ultimate capacities. Specifically, self-actualizers manifest:

- **Efficient perceptions of reality**: They are able to detect the fake and the dishonest in personality, to judge people correctly. Furthermore, they see concealed or confused realities, they accept the unknown, and they live closer in the real world of nature rather than in the man-made mass. They excel due to their capacity to reason, to perceive the truth, to come to conclusions, to be logical and to be cognitively efficient.

- **Comfortable acceptance of self, others and nature**: Individuals accept themselves and their own nature in the stoic style with all its discrepancies from the ideal image. Those self-actualizing people observe the world with wide, uncritical, undemanding and innocent eyes, and they accept the others without defensiveness.

- **Spontaneity; Simplicity; Naturalness**: Self-actualizers behave with spontaneity, simplicity, autonomy and naturalness. Even if they behave in an unconventional manner, this is not superficial but essential or internal. Furthermore, they obey their codes of ethics discarding ordinary accepted hypocrisies, lies and inconsistencies of social life. The aforementioned attitudes imply superior self-awareness and qualitatively different motivational life.

- **Problem centering**: In this case, they feel that they have a mission or responsibility in life. They are concerned about eternal questions that try to answer within a framework of values that are broad and universal permitting them a wider breadth of vision.

- **The quality of detachment**: The Need for Privacy: They are able to remain undisturbed by what produces turmoil in others, because they are more objective, less ego-centered and their intense concentration produces such phenomena as absent-mindedness.
• **Autonomy; Independence of Culture and Environment; Will; Active Agents:**
The honors, the status, the rewards, and the prestige have become less important than self-development and inner growth.

• **Continued freshness of appreciation:** Self-actualizers have the capacity to appreciate endlessly the basic goods of life with awe, pleasure, wonder even ecstasy.

• **Peak experiences:** “Peakers” seem to live in the realm of being, experiencing the deep meaning, and the ecstatic beauty.

• **Gemeinschaftsgefühl:** They have a deep feeling of identification, sympathy and affection, a genuine desire to help human race. However far apart they are from the others, they nevertheless feel an underlying kinship with these creatures whom they must regard with.

• **Interpersonal relations:** They are compassionate with all mankind. Nevertheless, they show high evaluation and speak realistically and even harshly of those who deserve it. They prefer more profound interpersonal relations and are socially equipped.

• **Democratic character structure:** The give a certain quantum of respect to any human being, they learn from everybody, they are not aware of differences of class, education, race and color.

• **Discrimination between Means and Ends:** These individuals are strongly ethical, determine the notions of right and wrong in an unconventional way and they are fixed on ends rather than means.

• **Unhostile sense of humor:** They do not laugh at hostile, superiority or authority-rebellion humor. In contrast, they prefer jokes that have something to say.

• **Creativeness:** Creativeness constitutes a potentiality given to all humans. Less encultured (namely less inhibited, less constricted, less bound) individuals develop creativeness through a healthy and humble personality whatever they do.

• **Resistance to enculturation:** They get along with the culture in various way, but in a certain profound and meaningful sense they resist enculturation and conventionality.

Rogers [52] discussed the fully functioning person as the one who lives with an active actualizing tendency, the main motivational force in all human beings. According to the Rogerian approach the key for self-actualization is located in self-regard. Self-actualizers deal with the society pressures that lead individuals to a struggle between their Real Self (the self that they are capable of being and willing to be) and the Ideal Self (the self that the society imposes). Self-actualizing individuals cope with self-incongruities, as they are able to control their defence strategies and adopt adaptive coping mechanisms. A fully functioning person is described by five characteristics:

a) Openness to experience
b) Existential living
c) Organismic trusting
d) Experiential freedom
e) Creativity
Ken Wilber [53] points out that Transcendence or super consciousness constitutes an inevitable effect of the evolution of remembrance, a mode of self-becoming merely component of a higher-order self. Specifically, in this process what is

a) Whole becomes part
b) What is identification becomes detachment
c) What is context becomes content
d) What is ground becomes figure
e) What is subjective becomes objective
f) What is condition becomes element. The bliss of transcendence arises from giving way to Ananda and mahasukha, the supreme bliss, euphoria of no longer being ego.

Transpersonal Psychology is concerned about the development of humanity’s highest potentialities through transcendental states of consciousness. Daniel’s [54] interpreting Lajoie’s et al. [55] study, supports the idea that there is a “spiritual” reality that “transcends” our ordinary consciousness while humanity’s “highest potential” is to achieve unity with this transcendental reality. Walsh and Vaughan [56] associate transcendence with experiences in which “the sense of identity or self extends beyond the individual or personal to encompass wider aspects of humankind, life, psyche or cosmos”.

Thomas Merton (as cited in Haynes, 2016) [57], claimed that self-transcendence is the doorway from the false (i.e. illusory, non-spiritual) to the true self (spiritual, contemplative and enlightened). The egocentric self is concerned with needs, superficial identity and includes thoughts, emotions, personas, roles. Frankl [58] supported the idea that self-transcendence is associated with the potential meaning of life and he recognized three levels in order to overcome the “existential vacuum” and to develop a free and responsible human spirit:

a) Seeking ultimate meaning
b) Seeking situational meaning
c) Seeking one’s calling without meaning humanity is ontologically bankrupt. Spirituality implies transcendence, which is the pathway to the true self and consequently the essence of existence.

Piedmont [59] describes it as a fundamental capacity that enables us to sense a synchronicity to life and to develop a bond with humanity. Cloninger et al (as cited in Romeu et al., 2015) [60] considered self-transcendence as a measurable personality trait that identifies the self as an integral part of the whole universe. Levenson et al. (as cited in Romeu et al., 2015) [60] conceptualize it as a key component of wisdom that derives from aging and development in lifespan.

According to the authorities of Advaita Vedanta and Samkhya, if consciousness is our true identity or “Self”, we have to cease identifying with the occurrences of the body-mind and to live as consciousness, by means of constant self-transcendence [61].
Maslow placed self-transcendence a motivational step beyond self-actualization. According to his definition “Transcendence refers to the very highest and most inclusive or holistic levels of human consciousness, behaving and relating, as ends rather than means, to oneself, to significant others, to human being in general, to other species, to nature and to the cosmos” (as cited in Daniels, 2001) [54]. The innate force of self-transcendence leads persons in seeking something beyond personal benefit. Transcenders strive for the furtherance of some greater cause, the service to others, the sense of a purpose of life, the expansion of identification beyond the personal ego [62]. Maslow listed 24 characteristics described briefly below [30].

Transcenders envision profound states of flow, known as “peak experiences”, during which they are consciously aware of their human potential and they feel alive in a world that overflows with inexpressible truth and beauty. Longer lasting periods of cognitive blissfulness correspond with superior spiritual experiences known as “plateau experiences”. They speak the language of being and they perceive unity, under the aspect of eternity, in all things at the same time. Transcenders recognize each other even upon the first meeting and they come to almost instant intimacy and mutual understanding.

Transcenders, as more holistic, have the natural tendency to synergy that transcends the dichotomy between selfishness and unselfishness. Obviously, there is easier transcendence of the ego, the self, and the identity. Transcendent experiences and illuminations bring clearer vision leading them possibly to discoveries and innovations. According to Maslow’s impression, they can be more ecstatic, but they pay the price experiencing a cosmic sadness when recognizing the blindness, the cruelty and the shortsightedness. The knowledge does not annul the attractiveness of mystery. The more they know, the more they become passionate feeling the smallness, the ultimate ignorance. They are “reconciled with evil” as they understand its occasional inevitability and necessity in the larger holistic sense.

Walsh and Vaughan [63] claim that transcendence refers to the expansion of our consciousness through techniques as a part of an “art” that integrates the contemplative core of the world’s great religious traditions. This technology consists of six essential and interdependent elements, qualities or processes that aim to purify humans from attentional instability, distorted emotions and scattered desires.

- **Ethics**: Ethical behavior, as a natural expression of identification, redeems us from greed and anger and cultivates kindness, compassion, and calm.
- **Attentional training**: Attentional control in combination with training other fundamental mental processes such as memory and perception help the untrained mind to monitor and regulate emotions, moods, motivations behaviors and actions. We could overcome the fickle wanderlust by maintaining a vigilance state, being focused for a prolonged period, and being able to bring back a wandering attention [64].
- **Emotional transformation**: Firstly, we should to be aware of our destructive emotions, such as fear, anger and regulate them consciously and appropriately. Secondly, we should be able to channel the negative emotions in order to enhance the equivalent positive emotions. Thirdly, cultivation of equanimity fosters emotions
to remain unconditional and unwavering in a state that could be compared with what Stoics called “apatheia”.

- **Motivation**: Transcenders should be able to control their desires as well as the concomitant impulsivity in order to achieve the motivational shift from egocentric to allocentric (concern for others) [65].

- **Refining awareness**: Mind’s natural tendency to roam through the past and the future could be compared with what Plato described in his allegory of the cave. Illusions are the chains that imprison us. Only when we keep attention in the present moment, we are able to perceive the true form of reality through the opening of an inner eye, known in ancient Greek philosophy as “nous”.

- **Wisdom**: Transcenders are transformed developing direct insight into the nature of mind, self, consciousness and cosmos.

  Spiritual intelligence enlivens full humans’ potentialities in the final level of **Unity**. Two interdependent paths of human evolution or consciousness are available to all human: growing up and waking up. The process of development through the structure stages is growing up and usually called personality development or spiritual intelligence in western psychology. The spiritual experience, what one has on the state stages, is called waking up and known by the spiritual traditions as the pathway to true enlightenment. Wilber [66] maintains that each path seems independent but an integral approach has to have at least these two major factors of human development included. With spiritual intelligence, we think that we are one with all, with spiritual experience we are one with all in a state of consciousness called kosmic consciousness or ultimate non-dual unity consciousness.

  Biela [67] recognized unity as psychological reality, as a self-integrating process that leads to the person’s internal unity, the true self-unity. The main idea is that human beings are intending to build gradually the unity with themselves, with other people, with natural environment and finally to build the unity with the transcendental reality. Empathic abilities and cognitive goals are the most important components of the model. According to Biela, human communities, which reach better unity-doing skills, are in a better position to survive in evolutionary process.

  According to Plotinus and Advaita thinkers, full reality of the Self is brought to oneself in a mystical awakening constituted in a mystical non-dual awareness. Non duality constitutes the foundation of knowledge and can be known only as immediate presence and awareness that transcends the subject-object duality. Union makes up the encompassing consciousness, the status of the self that has ascended to the One, our eternal identity, the power of recognition that is involved in all forms of knowledge. According to Plotinus, the ultimate reality, the ultimate explanation originates from the void replete called oneness, the pure consciousness that exists prior to the act of being conscious of anything [68]. The one could be considered as the “actualization” of cognition, in other words metacognition.

  Homer’s and Hesiod’s traditional mythological explanations of the world stressed the rational unity of things. Pre-socratic philosophers were strongly influenced by the older cosmogony, according to which the world originated from an undifferentiated or amorphous unity. For Heraclitus complete unity was found on Logos, which is com-
mon, permanent and unchanging and leads to the true knowledge. For Thales everything in the material world was some form of water- this for him was the result of a search for some kind of all-embracing unity. Parmenides claims that universe is a singular, unchanging and undivided unity. Empedocles described the Globe (Sphaera) as a prototype stereoscopic image of the unity and harmony, of the completeness and self-sufficiency, according to Orphic concept of friendly collaboration of all ingredients, which are connected together with the strong links of Love, composing the “One”. Pythagoras believed that man is obliged to understand his existence through the universe he finds himself in order to experience an integral unity, harmony and completeness. Atomists such as Democritus acknowledged the unity amongst different elements [69-70].

4 Spiritual Intelligence-Metacognition-Consciousness

According to Kiaei [71], metacognition is able to explain every action or behavior that involves intentional or conscious cognitive processes. In the case of the spiritual intelligence, metacognition is essential in order to recognize self-actualizing needs and goals as well as facilitate the regulation of personal efforts towards these goals. For instance, metacognition can contribute to the relaxation of unjustified defence mechanisms or to the employment of more adaptive defence styles. Reflection and awareness constitute fundamental metacognitive abilities that foster our intrinsic goals and develop a sense of meaning in life (Ryan & Deci as cited in Kiaei, 2014).

Both metacognition and spiritual intelligence aim to actualize our potential in order to expand our self-consciousness, the awareness of our own existence including psychological elements such as self-perception, self-experience and self-control. Metacognition could help us to learn from our experiences, to get aware of our thoughts, to have a clear concept of our real identity, which is the utmost requirement of a reflective mind. A reflective mind enables an individual to regulate his or her emotions, to have empathy or compassion for others, to handle conflicts. Unhappiness and frustration are due to lack of self-awareness and unrealized spiritual potential. [72].

Singh et al. [72] suggest that metacognition meditation could create and reorganize neural pathways improving brain plasticity. Awareness, self-regulation and refocusing could develop our self-control skills including attention, stress management, impulse control. Vago et al. [73] investigates the role of mindfulness in developing self-awareness, self-regulation and self-transcendence through neuropsychological processes. It was found that S-ART is associated with perceptual, meta-cognitive, emotional and behavioral processes such as motivation, attentional and emotional regulation. Drigas et al. [44] emphasize that mindfulness constitutes not only a training technique but also a metacognitive ability related to self-leadership, cognitive flexibility, cognitive inhibition, problem solving and most important the attentional control.

Santoso [74] investigated the interrelationship between spiritual intelligence metacognition and whole brain learning in english writing. The processes of laterality (balance between the right and the left side of the body), centering and focus im-
proved positive emotions, memory, association processes, sense of self, interaction, conscious reasoning, motivation as well as spiritual intelligence.

Attention and memory play a fundamental role in spiritual development. Without memory and attention, we are not able to monitor, control, and transform anything. Newberg, a radiologist observed the brains of Tibetan, Buddhists, and Franciscan nuns when engaged in deep prayer or meditation. It was found that the activity in frontal area -the attention area of the brain- was increased. According to Selman et al. both spiritual intelligence and consciousness depends on Gamma rythm (super-fast (40) Hz oscillations) that emerges the whole brain. Furthermore, the temporal lobes, the limbic system, the amygdale and the hippocampus collaborate in order to regulate emotions and record experiences into deep memory [75].

Drigas et al. [6] presented a layered model of human consciousness based on a person’s cognitive and metacognitive profile with special emphasis on humans’ growing difficulty to reach a higher-order consciousness state. Each level requires ever more higher cognitive and metacognitive abilities that sculpt higher spiritual characteristics. However, higher forms of consciousness are associated with higher order beliefs, meaning in life, ultimate purposes, vision, inspiration, self-sacrifice, transcendence of self-focused needs, interaction with natural forces and deep absorption. The ultimate level of consciousness, the Unity consciousness coincides with self-luminosity that is the realization of our true nature.

According to Tart [76] “what we can know depends on the state of consciousness we are in. If we do not enter that state and work appropriately with it, we will never know the answers. In our times, we have forgotten about the state specificity of knowledge in regard to many vital spiritual questions. Thus we approach them only from an ordinary state and get answers that are distorted reflections of reality”.

Wilber [77] described consciousness as a twofold structure: the deep and the surface. Deep structure represents potentials and limitations, while surface a particular manifestation of the deep structure. Consciousness evolution depends on the hierarchical transformation of the deep structure within new surface structures unfold or operate. All deep structures emerge when remembered in the platonic sense of anamnesis while surface structures emerge when being taught. Everyone inherits the same deep structures but everybody learns individual surface structures dissimilarly.

Brazdau [78] examined the validity of a list of traits, skills and abilities that describe the conscious experience under the construction of the consciousness quotient. The structure embodied factors such as physical, emotional, cognitive, social, self, inner growth and spiritual. The results showed that consciousness is related with “witnessing awareness”, a type of subjective non-dual experience, a spiritual enlightenment, awakening or spiritual revelation that transcends the cognitive observer, the self and the mind.

Ahuja used Brazdau’s consciousness quotient inventory [79] with the aim to determine the intercorrelations among physical, mental, emotional, social, spiritual and self-consciousness. The strongest correlation was found on spiritual and self-consciousness. She concluded that self-consciousness constitutes the lower power end and spiritual consciousness the higher end that emerges due to self-awareness.
Kuhl et al. [80] postulated that personality draws on two modes of information processing: the “explicit self-regulation system” and the “implicit” self-regulation system. The latter deals with conscious and unconscious self-related processes using “implicit” memory. Well-developed implicit self-regulative competencies play an important role for intrinsic motivation, subjective experiences of ego transcendence and are closely linked with spirituality.

Adams [81] supports the idea that consciousness evolves through the simultaneous awareness of body, emotions, spirit and mind. Specifically, she claims that within the physical domain, individuals should be “present” in the physical self, understanding the role of body’s energy, chemistry and interconnectedness with the physical universe. “Presence” in the emotional domain is associated with depth of relationships, connection with deep feelings, plasticity to manage with many kinds of people and situations, less repressed or extensive defence mechanisms. In mental domain, individuals are able to be flexible, to recognize the interconnectedness of ideas and of all life, to discriminate, interpret and draw conclusions, to see larger patterns and grasp the “whole” picture. In the spiritual domain, awareness is enhanced through internal experiences, self-reflection, silence, inner interconnectedness, values, meaning and purpose an individual creates for his or her self.

Vedantic schools considered mind and body as the underlying unitary reality described as “soul”, “atman” or “Brahman”. Consciousness is explained in the singular as the only reality and is characterized as pervasive, omnipresent and omniscient. The truth is revealed by intuitive research by diving deep into the self in the process of absorption. According to Upanishads’ non-duality approach (Adwaitha), the outer world constitutes an extension of “self”. Only consciousness exists and the world as we see is a projection of the unitary consciousness. The individualized consciousness constitutes a perceptual error due to ignorance, attachment to objects by way of desire or aversion. Moreover, it is fearful of losing its existence and desire to cling to life. Thus, the true nature of self as universal consciousness is forgotten. Getting rid of this ignorance leads to liberation. Upanishads state that the highest state of existence called “Thuriya” is a superconscious state in which there is no duality [82]. The very nature of this universe is sat (absolute existence)- cit (pure consciousness)- ananda (bliss). Supreme knowledge is the ground out of which the diversity of knowledge and experience grows [83].

5 Conclusion

In search of Spiritual Intelligence, we approached it in a holistic way, as integrative intelligence, an open-ended field, the pathway where all human abilities (physical, intellectual or emotional) as well as qualities (values) are crossed. In this pathway we are able to discriminate our deepest motives from the false ones, our eternal identity from the illusion of the ego, our common destination from cultural discriminations, the unapproachable truth that exists behind the personal and distorted realities. According to Wilber [77] a person’s growth from infancy to adulthood is a microcosmic reflection of universal growth and has the same soul: the unfolding of ever higher-
order unities and integrations. This study proposes a layered approach with the aim of representing the increasing physical, intellectual, emotional and spiritual efforts that are required in order experience the revelation of consciousness. Metacognition constitutes the vector of consciousness, the “genetic” code of intelligence, the adjunction between the objective world of cognition and the subjective of spiritual experience.

Developing spiritual intelligence we could give purpose, direction and meaning to our chaotic, hyperactive Century, where all dimensions –technology, family, culture, business, leadership, values, and education are in radical change simultaneously [75]. Spiritual intelligence could enhance every aspect of life: physical and mental health, work and life satisfaction, ethical business, successful leadership, holistic human resource development, democracy, general and special education. Specifically, we should emphasize the role of spiritual intelligence on learning even from the early years in order to promote the future leaders, peacemakers and innovators.

Considering all these, we could bring our study to a close paraphrasing T.S Elliot’s words: Spiritual intelligence is the pathway to the knowledge we have lost in information, to the wisdom we have lost in knowledge, to the life we have lost in living.
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